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AoM objective
AoM key features

• Collates data from **12 official sources** and on **60 different indicators** related to demography, migration, asylum, integration and development

• All data is internally **validated and harmonised**

• **Global coverage** of 198 countries and territories (27 EU and 171 non-EU) + 24 regions and continents

• Accessible and easy to understand structure based on **individual profiles for each country or territory**

• An **interactive online tool** with continuously updated data and dynamic profiles

• A **thematic section** which changes each year
AoM How to access it?

From the website of the EC’s Knowledge Centre on Migration and Demography (KCMD):

https://knowledge4policy.ec.europa.eu/migration-demography_en
AoM project page

The project page of the Atlas offers you the possibility to:

a) access the online tool – interactive, continuously updated and with a more detailed information;

b) download a pdf version of the latest AoM book - a snapshot of migration with all datasets aligned in time.


The project page provides also additional resources such as video tutorials and this user guide.
AoM online tool

The AoM online tool is made of three parts, accessible from the top menu:

1. **About** – Introduction, notes, FAQs and other key resources;

2. **Country profiles** – migration profiles of 198 countries and territories and 24 continents and regions

3. **Displacement from Ukraine** – thematic section providing insights on the Russian aggression against Ukraine and its effect on migration.
AoM country profiles

Knowledge Centre on Migration and Demography (KCMD) Data Portal

Atlas of Migration

Share link and download pdf options:
1) the whole page (user’s settings);
2) a compact version of the country profile (selected country – 2021).

Step 1: select the geographic scope
Step 2: search or select the country or region

Double-step geographic filter

thematic sections’ menu

Year filter
AoM country profiles

Population & Migration
Overview of the population composition in terms of citizenship, age and sex. Annual migratory flows to and from the EU Member State.

Austria / Population
Overview of the population, dynamics of its origin composition over time, and structure by age, sex, and citizenship (EU mobile and non-EU citizens).

Population by broad group of citizenship
Trend of the annual number of people residing in the MS (as at 1 January) by broad group of citizenship. The groups are internal citizens of the MS, "EU mobile" (citizens of the other 26 MSs), and "non-EU" (which includes also "stateless" and "unknown"). Data is shown as of 2014; the total population of the country for the reference year is shown on top.

Population age structure by sex and broad group of citizenship
Demographic composition of the population in the MS. It indicates the number of people by age group, sex (males and females) and broad group of citizenship (shown from the outside to the inside of the pyramid), specifically 'nationals', 'EU mobile' and 'non-EU' citizens.

Dynamic Data Hub

Share link and download options:
1) title, charts and sources (png);
2) the whole topic (pdf).

Thematic section title & description

Topic (one or more per section)

Country / Topic title & description

Interactive charts

Explanatory text

Further explore the topic on DDH

Link to additional tools

Sources info and link
The tooltip is a very powerful tool. By holding the mouse on the interactive charts, you will get precise numbers, percentages and additional information.

In this specific case, for instance, the tooltip shows the exact number of residence permits issued for ‘other’ reasons (34,582), as well as an additional chart breaking down ‘other’ reasons into three different categories: ‘Refugees and Subsidiary Protection’, ‘Humanitarian Protection’ and ‘Others’. 
The new AoM online tool includes additional contents respect to the previous versions and to the printed book.

In this example, the chart in the top-right corner shows the breakdown of the first permits issued by the Member State (Austria) in the selected year (2021) by citizenship.

Citizenships are sorted by decreasing number of issued permits. You can look at the whole list by scrolling it down.
This little icon that appears when hovering the mouse on the right side of a colour legend allows to **highlight the selected category**.

This is particularly useful in a country list (as the chart in the top-right of this example), when you want to highlight all countries within a given continent.

The same categories in different charts are connected with each other, so that selecting it in one chart will highlight it in all of them.
The Russian aggression against Ukraine that started on 24 February 2022 is a major geopolitical event with consequences not only for Ukraine and its neighbouring countries, but at a wider global level. In this section of the Atlas of Migration, we focus on the implications of the war on migration to the EU.

By December 2022, between 3.8 and 6.4 million people were internally displaced in Ukraine, while at least 7 million had moved outside of Ukraine. Overall, the war has displaced between 25% and 30% of the total Ukrainian population.
Most of the charts are interactive and offer the same functionalities of the charts in the country profiles.

The main difference is that in this section the user has the possibility to further customise each chart by using the filters on the bottom.